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(S) Method for manufacturing an extrusion profile with variable properties along its length and catheters
made in accordance with this method.

(57) Method for manufacturing an extrusion pro-

file comprising simultaneously conveying a
number of. in the circumferential direction of

the profile distributed streams of material of at

least two different compositions to a moulding-
-nozzle (2) and of making these streams flow

together in the moulding-nozzle (2). At least one
of the streams is turned on and/or off in a
controlled manner and the combined stream of

materials is allowed to cool off to form an
extrusion profile (3). The catheter is a tube-like

extrusion profile, containing at least one sec-
tion the wall of which comprises bands of ma-
terial of different composition, extending in

lengthwise direction.
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The invention relates to a method for making an

extrusion profile with variable properties along its

length, such as varying degrees of stiffness.

Such a process for making a catheter is known.

Employing this familiar method, different streams of

material are turned on during the extrusion process,

so that the extrusion profile is longitudinally made up

of sections of varying composition.

The object of the invention is to improve a method

of the type as described in the preamble.

According to the invention this can be achieved

with the measure as characterised in claim 1. The ex-

trusion profile manufactured in accordance with the

method according to the invention in cross section

has areas of materials of different composition. Along

the length of the profile the overall surface area of

each of the different types of material may vary and

consequently the properties of the extrusion profile

will vary.

A simple and effective embodiment of the proc-

ess is achieved with the measure as set out in claim

2.

The process of the invention together with the

preferred measure as set out in claim 3 is especially

usef ul for the manufacture of catheters such as cath-

eters used for angiographic purposes. Such catheters

should be pliable, ie of limited stiffness at the distal

end in order to easily follow the course of a blood ves-

sel. More towards the proximal end such a catheter is

preferably stiffer in order to convey the pressure,

exerted on the catheter on insertion, to its distal end.

A material which displays a greater stiffness than

the other materials used could for instance be a solid

material such as a fibre bundle. A fibre bundle can

easily be incorporated in the extrusion profile during

the extrusion process. One could start the extrusion

off with for example the maximum number of streams

of solid material in the form of fibre bundles whereby,

during the course of the extrusion process, these are

cut off gradually so that an extrusion profile is formed

which is initially stiff comparatively speaking but more

pliable towards the end.

Another embodiment of the method of the inven-

tion is characterised in claim 5. The advantage of us-

ing streams of molten material is that it is not only

easy to turn certain streams off but just as easy to

turn these on. In the case of a stream of solid material

this is more difficult to achieve. By only using streams

of molten material it is possible to produce within one

length of extrusion profile a number of sections of

which the properties alter in the same manner.

The invention relates to and also provides cath-

eters manufactured by a method in accordance with

the invention. These catheters ar characterised in

that at least partly the wall consists of longitudinal

bands of material of different composition.

In order to obtain a desired development of prop-

erties in a longitudinal direction the measure as set

out in claim 7 is preferably employed. When one

wants to vary the stiffness, the cross-section of each

band containing the stiffer material can for instance

be reduced longitudinally while the cross-section of

5 an adjoining band containing less stiff material in-

creases correspondingly.

In stead of causing the total cross-section of the

different bands of material to vary while keeping the

number of bands constant, one could also vary the

10 number of bands. In the case of a catheter manufac-

tured in accordance with the method of the invention

the number of bands made up of a stiffer material

could be reduced gradually towards the distal end of

the catheter.

15 The invention will be explained in greater detail

in the following description with reference to the at-

tached drawings.

Fig. 1 shows schematically the manufacturing

method of the invention.

20 Fig. 2 shows an extrusion profile manufactured

by the method of the invention.

Fig. 3 shows a cross-section at Ill-Ill in fig. 2.

Fig. 4 shows a cross-section at IV-IV in fig. 2.

Fig. 5 and 6 show two other extrusion profiles

25 manufactured by the method of the invention.

~~ Fig. 1 shows schematically an extrusion device

which can be used to carry out the method of the in-

vention. This device 1 comprises a moulding-nozzle

2 in which the extrusion profile 3 is formed. The em-

30 bodiment of the method as described here, involves

the use of streams of material of two different com-

positions. Each of the materials is placed in an extrud-

er 4 in the for extrusion required correct degree of liq-

uidity and at the right pressure. The material coming

35 from the first extruder 4 is conveyed, through line 5,

to a distribution line 7. From this distribution line a

number of lines 9 branch off, each of which can con-

vey a stream of material.

The second extruder 4 leads to a line 6, also con-

40 nected to a distribution line 8 which, in its turn links

up with a number of lines 10 conveying separate

streams of material.

As fig. 1 shows there are in this embodiment

twelve, in the circumferential direction of the tube-like

45 profile 3 distributed streams of material of two differ-

ent compositions.

The different materials can be incorporated in a

pattern of alternate bands in the wall of profile 3.

In each of the lines 9, conveying the streams of

50 material of the first composition, cut-off valves 11

have been arranged. Each of these cut-off valves 11,

can be controlled by means of control lines 12 by a

control means 13. The control means 13 can open or

close the cut-off valves 11 during the extrusion proc-

55 ess in a controlled manner and consequently the

streams of material conveyed through the corre-

sponding lines 9 can be turned on and off in a similar

controlled manner. The control means 13 can be
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made to control the extruders 4 as well. The openingand closing of the cut-off valves 11 is preferably programmed in a preset cycle. Manual operation isoZously possible as well.
«>»onisoDvi-

The streams of material conveyed throuqh thehna. 9 and 1 0 flow together in the moulding-nSe 2

co
" rbined Stream °f materia '

*
to

^eerfoir
1 manner

- the extrusion "*«• 3

In the embodiment as shown in fig.l the streamsof matena. through the lines 10 are conveyed 0^-
andrff

thr°U9h thS NneS 9 can ^ turned onand off In a controlled manner by the cut-off valves

valveTlTtr/ T tr01 meanS 13 ClOSes 3,1 c"t-off

fl!
11

•

he extrus,on Profile 3 will be made entirelyof ma enal conveyed through the lines 10. When a- cut-off valve 11 is opened the extrusion prof.™ 3 IS
frrrf

IOn

t

9itUdina
'

madS °f -teS comSfrom the f.rst extruder 4, while the remainder of thecross-sect.cn of the profile 3 will be made of materialcom.ng from the second extruder 4.
This situation is shown in fig. 3, represents *

cross-section at ,.,-,„ ,„ fig . 2 . ,tcan beseen t aMnthe annular cross-section of the catheter 3 there s

"sZTtl?
tofthross-sectionconsists °fma^trom second extruder

prof.le w,ll have a cross-section as shown in fig. 4 in

rtu.arTs

e

h

material 15 rnateria
'
16 a,ter"^ ^

«

regular fashion ,n circumferential direction

contrnl,^
6 "'"9 dOSin9 the cuf-off valves 11 i" acontro„ed manner the extrusion profile wil. displayva y.ng properties in a linear direction correspondingrw :r of ,he constituent streams *™£

tTud^/ °;
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tance tne materiai <™ *•^ ex.

frlV
,S St ' ffer Whe" COO,ed off the materialfrom the second extruder, the extrusion profile 3 w h

than

0
:?'?'0" 33 Sh°Wn in f '9- 3 wi» b* «i SSthan a sect.on of the extrusion profile with a cross-

cut^ Sh
°r in 4

- ™*'»9 the number ofcut-off valves 11 as desired, the stiffness of the ex-
~™™ can be made 10 a,ter » aZ
nnnJ

Ur
i
nS the Streams of materia

' °n and off can be

tnZTLabrupUy or 9radua,,y
-
^

»

is S£
stream of

the
t

cross-sectfon of the band made of the

oIh 7,
accordm9 ,y and thus there will be a moresradual transition of the properties of the materia

fi9 5 form?thl°h
n
°
f eXtmSi°n Pr°fi,e 19 as shown

,n'of ? b3S,C matenal for a catheter. It is made

teria ofllTT™ differe"tcomposes. The^ma

r hi ih

,rs
;
imposition is. when cooled off, stiff-

sectn 20 . K
he

,
SeC°nd ""P"'"". '" the firstsect.on 20, SIX bands of the first material have been-ncorporated in between six bands of the seSnd ma-

Ipeakino Thf ^ theref°re ^'comparatively

sZJ L? ^ SeCti°n 21 constitutes a tran-sitional sect.on and contains two bands of the stiffmatenal while the remainder is made up of he less
5 stiff material. During the extrusion process n this elamp e, four streams of^ ^hise

the
tU

I"
ed °ff 31 the Poi"t of transition from

of T t0 the S6C°nd section 21
• ^ the point

10 sIctTon 22°"fT S6COnd SeCti0n 21 to third

stream, f
malerial

'
°ne °f the two fining

tu ned orr

ma
,

ter,a
'
°f the first composition wasturned off, so that the third section 22 contains onlyone band of the stiffer material. Consequently theend-sect.on 22 is considerably more pliable than he« f.rst sect.on 20. in addition to a property such a hecomphance of the materia, also other praperties can

mlST/r in ? 6XtrUSi0n P^e.^Tbasima enal 24 for a catheter for instance, comprises a

20 tion wh.le ,n the second section a band 27 of a differ-

£LI?;hi T inC,Uded
-
BSCauSe °f 'his one

tori* hll h ""T^* proPerti« of the basic ma-tenal have been altered. When the basic material 27

25 IT'9 ^ S"ffneSS 3nd is made of« fibre bun-

P efe^ST' ^ Pr°fi,e Wi
" b6nd in a Par«c"lar

stolfZT
°n Wh6n 3 lon9itudinal compres-sive force is exerted on the end.

Although the above description refers continually
to streams of material of two different compositionsso whereb

y the streams with a certain composC can

to t ŝ

rn

I
d

r::
and

f
f 3t Wi "' the '—tion isnot.imited

to h,s . Streams of materia| wjth more thQn^ djffef

strlrmT'
0^'0"5^ bB 0Ombined and tuning the

35 st eamL^316 "'3
' ^ 3nd °ff is not limited to

35 streams of the same composition.

Claims

* 1. Method for manufacturing a tube-like extursion
prof, e with an annular cross-section, comprising
s.multaneous.y conveying a numberof. iX cir

~ - ZTrent

'f
direCti°n °f the Profile d^ided

45 nn?v
mS °f material of at least two different com-

stream? ^ f
m°U,dina-nc^. wherein the

suooZI T °f thS S3me "position, aresupphed alternatmg with those ofanothercompo-

rttion
SttUted 6Ven,y in the circumferential dt

rection, making these streams flow together inthe mould,ng-noZZ|e whereby at least one of he

ledmTn
Can be turned« and/or off in a control

led manner dunng the extrusion method and al-lowing the combined stream of materials to cooloff into an extrusion profile.
55

2. Method according to claim 1. wherein thestreams wh.ch are turned on and/or off in a con-
trolled manner are streams of material of the
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6.

same composition.

3. Method according to claim 2, wherein the compo-

sitions of the materials differ in such way that the

sSffness of those materials is different ,n the

cooled off state.

a Method according to claim 3, wherein at least one

of the streams is a stream of solid matena. such

as a fibre bundle.

5. Method according to any of the claims
>
1 to 3

wherein all streams are streams of molten mate

rial. 15

Catheter with a tube-like extrusion

ufactured by the method according to any of the

preceding claims containing at

the wall of which consists of long.tud.nal bands of

material of different composition.

7 catheter as claimed in claim 6, wherein the

cross section of at least two adjoining bands va-

ries inversely in longitudinal direction.

8 Catheter as claimed in claim 7. wherein the

8
-

bandsComprise materials of

and wherein the total cross-sect,on o the bands

made of the stiffer material is smaller .n the distal

end section of the catheter than in the remammg

part.

o catheter as claimed in claim 8, wherein the

ItsTecUo, and/or the number of bands made

of the stiffer material decreases from the proxi-

mal to the distal end.
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